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RÉSUMÉ

Bien que les adjectifs fassent l’objet d’analyses approfondies par les terminologues, ils 
ne reçoivent encore que trop peu d’attention dans les diverses applications terminogra-
phiques. Le niveau de leur inclusion dans les bases de données terminologiques, par 
exemple, est faible par rapport aux noms. Cependant, en étudiant les langues de spécia-
lité comme la karstologie, il est évident que les adjectifs jouent un rôle significatif dans 
le discours spécialisé en raison de leur comportement polymorphique. Notre étude 
montre qu’en fonction de leurs relations sémantiques et syntactiques avec d’autres 
unités lexicales, les adjectifs nous fournissent des informations précieuses pour la ges-
tion terminologique et la formalisation conceptuelle. Du point de vue sémantique, les 
adjectifs mettent en évidence les attributs des objets dans la modélisation du domaine 
en permettant aux traducteurs de découvrir les concepts plus spécifiques ou les aspects 
différents des concepts déjà connus. Du point de vue syntaxique, les adjectifs établissent 
de nombreuses relations syntagmatiques avec des noms, en construisant des termes 
complexes ou des collocations. Alors que les premiers délimitent la signification du nom 
en construisant de nouvelles unités lexicales spécialisées, les deuxièmes révèlent l’usage 
des termes (complexes ou simples) en contexte. Cette étude est basée sur un corpus 
monolingue anglais portant sur la karstologie. Elle vise à étudier les propriétés fonction-
nelles et représentationnelles des adjectifs épithètes dans le discours spécialisé et leur 
apport dans la structuration conceptuelle du domaine spécialisé.

ABSTRACT 

Adjectives, while analyzed quite thoroughly in the works of terminologists, have not 
received enough attention in terminographic applications. Their inclusion, for instance 
in terminological databases, is low in comparison to that of nouns. However, the study 
of a specialized language such as karstology shows that adjectives have significant value 
due to their polymorphic behaviour. Our study shows that, depending on their semantic 
and syntactic relations with other lexical units, adjectives can provide us with essential 
information for terminology management and specialized knowledge organization. 
Semantically, adjectives highlight attributes of object concepts within a field allowing 
translators to discover more specific concepts, or different aspects of already known 
concepts. Syntactically, adjectives can present various syntagmatic relations with nouns. 
While some adjectives constrain the meaning of the noun, constructing other specific 
lexical units, others reveal the usage of terms (either complex or simple) in context. Our 
study, which is based on an analysis of a monolingual English corpus, has as its purpose 
to identify the most relevant attributive adjectives and explain their role in a specialized 
language such as karstology. We will also reflect on the presence of these adjectives in 
terminological dictionaries and on their contribution to the conceptual structure of a 
knowledge field. 
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RESUMEN

Aunque los adjetivos se han analizado detalladamente en estudios realizados por termi-
nólogos, no han recibido demasiada atención en aplicaciones terminográficas. Su inclu-
sión en bases de datos terminológicas es baja en comparación con la de los nombres. Sin 
embargo, el estudio de un lenguaje especializado como el de la karstología prueba que los 
adjetivos tienen un valor significativo debido a su comportamiento polimórfico. Nuestro 
estudio demuestra que los adjetivos, dependiendo de las relaciones semánticas y sin-
tácticas con otras unidades léxicas, pueden revelar información esencial para la gestión 
terminológica y la organización conceptual de un campo especializado. Semánticamente, 
los adjetivos señalan los atributos de los conceptos de un campo permitiendo a los 
traductores descubrir más conceptos específicos o aspectos diferentes de conceptos ya 
conocidos. Sintácticamente, los adjetivos pueden presentar varias relaciones sintagmá-
ticas con nombres. Mientras algunos adjetivos limitan el significado de los nombres, 
creando otras unidades léxicas más específicas, otros revelan el uso de los términos 
(compuestos o simples) en contexto. Nuestro estudio, basado en el análisis de un corpus 
monolingüe en lengua inglesa, tiene como objetivo identificar los adjetivos atributivos y 
explicar su papel en un lenguaje especializado, que en nuestro caso es el de la karstología. 
Además reflexionaremos también sobre los adjetivos en diccionarios terminológicos y 
sobre su contribución en la estructura conceptual del campo de conocimiento. 

MOTS-CLÉS/KEYWORDS/PALABRAS CLAVE 

adjectif, terminologie, linguistique de corpus, karstologie, représentation de connaissances
adjective, terminology, corpus linguistics, karstology, knowledge representation
adjetivo, terminología, lingüística del corpus, karstología, representación del conocimiento 

1. Adjectives in phrasal and compound noun constructions

Previous studies (Lorente 2001; Alonso and Torner 2010) have shown that not only 
nouns but also verbs and adjectives can play a significant role in specialized lan-
guages. Like nouns, verbs and adjectives can acquire specialized meanings in specific 
domain contexts and, as such, they should have a prominent position in termino-
logical dictionaries. 

Among the influential works that have taken into account the adjective category, 
mention should be made of the methodology of encoding the synsets of definitional 
features applied in the lexical database Wordnet (Fellbaum et al. 1993; Miller 1998). 
This specific approach enlarged the perspective on the semantic nature of adjectives 
and their organization into classes using the cluster effect. While the creation of 
adjective classes can be based on the relations expressed in the Wordnet network 
(Mendes 2006), other models for defining classes of adjectives have been proposed 
according to different syntactic, semantic or pragmatic criteria (Marquez 1998). 
Previous research has also demonstrated that both the issues of adjectival polysemy 
and the dynamic construction of their meaning can be resolved by using distribu-
tional classes of adjectives (Venant 2007). 

The present study relies especially on research regarding the adjective’s defini-
tional features in terminology structuring as well as their function within multiword 
units (Bouillon 1997; Sanfilippo et al. 1998; Bouillon and Viegas 1999; Normand and 
Bourigault 2001; L’Homme 2004; Carrière 2008). In particular, we have focused on 
the notion of polymorphy, which is defined by Bouillon (1997) as the capacity of 
words to appear in various morphological, syntactic and semantic contexts. The 
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polymorphic behaviour of adjectives results from the differences found between the 
semantic types of adjectives and nouns and the different ways in which the two 
constituents are combined in multiword units.

According to Lyons (1977: 448), adjectives occur more “freely” than any other 
lexical category that modifies nouns, which might be the reason why they are able to 
vary in form, function and meaning (Sanfilippo et al. 1998). From our point of view, 
their polymorphic behaviour has made their inclusion in terminological dictionaries 
even more difficult. The different semantic and syntactic relations of adjectives with 
nouns have made terminologists doubt the unithood1 of multiword combinations. 
As early as 1984, Huddleston (1984: 259) pointed out that: “we have to accept that 
the distinction between the phrasal and compound noun construction is fuzzy.” 

The underlying meaning of adjectives is an important contributor to nominal 
syntagmatic units of different kinds: complex terminological units (CTUs) and col-
locations. While some adjectives constrain the meaning of the noun, constructing 
other specific lexical units, others simply reveal the descriptive aspects of terms. 
According to Zelinsky-Wibbelt (2012: 228), CTUs and collocations are “multi-word 
units, which integrate their constituents into semantically and formally fixed units 
to different degrees.” A noted difficulty in this respect is to discover the degree to 
which the constituents are syntagmatically attracted in a domain (Kageura and 
Umino 1996). The greatest attraction between constituents (premodifier + head) 
results in lexicalized units; these are CTUs, which, as indicated by Zelinsky-Wibbelt 
(2012), present a tighter integration of their individual constituents than within col-
locations. CTUs are essential in terminology extraction as a high percentage of 
domain specific concepts are designated by nominal compounds (Nakagawa and 
Mori 2003).

Since both types of information are useful when describing terminology and 
structuring a specialized knowledge field, adjectives can be included in termino-
logical dictionaries as part of two types of multi-word units: as constituents of 
nominal entries (CTUs) or as collocates of nouns (collocations) in subentries of these 
same nouns. 

In terminographic practice in English in the domain of karstology, adjectives 
have a great presence. They appear primarily as participants in complex nominal 
terms, thus functioning as premodifiers of simple or compound nouns. Some adjec-
tives have also been presented as entries by themselves. No subentries have been 
considered. For the entries presented in specialized glossaries, relevant co-text is 
missing and no pragmatic information is given. 

This paper seeks mainly to study the role of attributive adjectives in syntagmatic 
units within the specialized language of karstology. Only attributive adjectives have 
been considered as it is assumed that this position promotes the termhood2 of the 
unit in English, although this is not always the case. The specific objectives of our 
study are:

– to describe the polymorphic behaviour of adjectives from different perspectives: 
morphological, semantic and syntactic;

– to see if this description might help to explain the degree to which the constituents 
are syntagmatically attracted in karstology, so as to result in CTUs or collocations; 

– to reflect on the contribution of the study of adjectives to the conceptual structure 
of a knowledge field.
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2. Methodology

2.1. Description of the specialized corpus

This study is based on a 913.416 token monolingual specialized corpus (see Appendix 
1), created according to the needs of translators, students and experts. Given the 
potential target audience, the study focuses on communicative settings of different 
degree of specialization: expert to expert and expert to semi-expert; thus, various 
genres have been chosen for the corpus. The corpus contains two subcorpora, a sci-
entific subcorpus, which consists of PhD theses, research articles published in inter-
national journals, and conference proceedings which contain research articles, 
conference programs and welcome notes from specialized associations, and a didac-
tic subcorpus, which is made up of student manuals and course books.

Table 1
Detailed description of the specialized corpus

Scientific subcorpus Didactic subcorpus

Number of 
texts

3 PhD 
theses

16 research 
articles from 
journals 

4 conference 
proceedings

9 student 
manuals

4 book
chapters 4 books

Total number 
of texts per 
subcorpus

23 texts 17 texts

Total size of 
each subcorpus 499.442 tokens 413.974 tokens

Both subcorpora contain original texts, not translations, published between 1972 
and 2013. They deal with the field of karstology and to be selected they had to include 
at least one of the key words set in advance (e.g., name of landforms such as karst, 
doline, uvala, spring, and aquifer, or some typical process for the formation of land-
forms such as erosion and dissolution). 

2.2. Description of the specialized domain

Karstology is an interdisciplinary discipline where geological, hydrogeological, pedo-
logical and geomorphological factors intervene in order to present karst phenomena 
from different points of view. 

Karst phenomena encompass  karst groundwater systems (hydrogeology) and 
karst landforms (geomorphology), both above and below the surface. The heteroge-
neous nature of karst led us to focus on the main parameters for its classification. We 
distinguished physical properties such as size, shape and distribution, as well as 
lithological properties like rock purity, grain size and texture. Different authors have 
confirmed that petrological, lithological and structural features greatly influence all 
aspects of karst genesis (Ford and Williams 2007).

Our corpus refers mainly to karst phenomena found within the specific lime-
stone region known as the Dinaric Karst. It is considered the paramount karst of 
Europe and the type-site of many karst features (Williams 2011).

According to the principles of Process-Oriented Theory (Faber et al. 2006) and 
its macrocategories [AGENT "  PROCESS "  PACIENT/RESULT], a karst event 
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could be described as activated by natural activators (AGENT), which cause 
PROCESSES on the soluble rocks (PACIENT) and result in the diversity of landforms. 
A prototypical event in the karst domain could be presented using a formula such as 
the following:

Natural AGENT: water activated by river erosion, tectonics, glaciation " causes 
a PROCESS: dissolution, sedimentation " operates on the: PACIENT: soluble rocks 
(carbonate and evaporate rocks) " RESULTS in: typical karst landscape (sinkholes, 
caves, springs, sinking streams….) 

Karst events appear on different locations such as hydrological and geochemical 
karst subsystems. This causes diverse karst landforms; the variety of adjectives used 
for their description has led us to analyze their role in karst terminology. 

2.3. Term extraction 

In order to study the role of adjectives in complex term extraction, a list of the most 
frequent and topic-relevant nouns and adjectives was first extracted. By using the 
function Wordlist in WordSmith Tools 6.0 (Scott and Tribble 2006; Scott 2008), a 
hundred candidate terms were selected: fifty nouns and fifty adjectives. To aid in the 
selection process a general stop list and a specialized lemma list were used. Frequency 
was considered key for the selection of candidate terms in this study because it is 
believed that the higher the frequency, the more syntagmatic relations lexical units 
can have. For example, the noun karst with 9.114 occurrences in the corpus has pro-
duced 19 multiword combinations (e.g., tower karst, hydrothermal karst, dinaric karst, 
etc.) while exokarst with 23 occurrences has produced none. Needless to say, all 
candidates had to be confirmed by experts as relevant in the karst landscape. 

Table 2
Extraction of noun candidate terms

SIMPLE CANDIDATE TERMS
NOUNS FREQUENCY

1. KARST 9.114
2. WATER 5.653
3. CAVE 3.457
4. FLOW 2.734
5. LIMESTONE 1.677
6. GROUNDWATER 1.465
7. ROCK 1.263
8. AQUIFER 1.170
… …
48. lAYER 258
49. FAULT 255
50. CORROSION 252
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Table 3
Extraction of adjective candidate terms

 SIMPLE CANDIDATE TERMS
ADJECTIVES FREQUENCY

1. HYDRAULIC 690
2. GEOLOGICAL 570
3. KARSTIC/KARST 438
4. DINARIC 420 
5. GLACIAL 282
6. HYDROLOGICAL 266
7. TECTONIC 260
8. PHREATIC 248
 …
48. ENDOKARSTIC 36
49. DOLOMITIC 34
50. ENDOGENIC 28

The relevance of terms was finally confirmed by comparing them with entries in 
specialized glossaries. In this regard, we have followed the bidirectional approach 
between corpus data and dictionaries presented by Josselin-Leray (2005). The appli-
cation of this kind of functionalist approach offers a better perspective on the term’s 
discourse value, its semantic load and its complexity on the level of combinatory 
potential. 

The glossaries chosen for this study are: A Lexicon of Cave and Karst Terminology 
with Special Reference to Environmental Karst Hydrology (2002),3 A Glossary of 
Hydrological Terms (2007), 4 Glossary of Speleogenesis (online)5 and Glossary of 
Karstic Phenomena (2013).6 These glossaries have a terminographic approach as they 
include specialized vocabulary and not general words. They contain above all nom-
inal term entries made up of one to three constituents. Some of them include a small 
number of adjectival entries, although verbs have not been covered. Considering that 
these glossaries have been created by experts in the field of karstology, it seemed 
logical to compare our candidate terms with the entries included in the glossaries. 
Candidate terms have been considered key terms if they appeared in at least one of 
these glossaries. This requirement helped us to find not only frequent terms in the 
domain but also those recognized by experts. A total of 49 candidate terms have 
matched entries in these terminological sources, and therefore are considered key 
terms in this study. 36 out of the resulting key terms are nouns while only 13 are 
adjectives. Although the number of adjectives is much lower than the number of 
nouns, their very presence proves that adjectives can also acquire independent ter-
minological value within a field. 

On the basis of previous studies (Kageura and Umino 1996; Nakagawa and Mori 
2003), we assume that complex nominal terms tend to be made from existing simple 
terms. Therefore, we consider that the termhood of a complex nominal term is linked 
to the termhood of at least one constituent of the complex unit. In the second part 
of the term extraction process, all the resulting key terms were used to extract syn-
tagmatic combinations with a minimum frequency of 3 occurrences in the corpus 
found in at least 2 different texts. For the selection process, the word sketch function7 
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provided by the tool Sketch Engine was used (Kilgarriff et al. 2004). This way we 
could observe and describe syntagmatic combinations with at least one key term:

– ADJ + NOUN (key term);
– ADJ (key term) + NOUN;
– ADJ (key term) + NOUN (key term).

The word sketches are presented to the user as a list of relations, with items in 
each list ordered by salience (Kilgarriff and Tugwell, 2001). The salience score com-
bines Mutual Information and log frequency measures. It guaranties the selection of 
fine-grained patterns of significant multiword units, situating those of greatest rel-
evance in the beginning of the list. Among the high-salience grammatical relations 
a word sketch can provide, we were interested in the grammatical relation modifier 
+ noun. Table 4 shows the list of collocates for the word cave. It has been slightly 
abbreviated in order to show just the most relevant data but it hasn’t been modified 
in any other way.

Table 4
Word sketch for cave

modifier num. sal.
unroofed 33 9.44
large 41 8.85
deep 31 8.82
small 27 8.42
horizontal 16 8.26
maze 12 7.92
long 14 7.87
old 13 7.86
single 12 7.81
tropical 12 7.75
sulfidic 10 7.74
artificial 9 7.5
active 10 7.47
limestone 28 7.41
vertical 10 7.41

The main difficulty when distinguishing syntagmatic relations has been differ-
entiating the degree of unithood of the constituents within combinatory structures 
(Kageura and Umino 1996: 260). This study supports the importance of the poly-
morphic behaviour of adjectives in that they are context dependent (Sanfilippo et al. 
1998), and it wishes to contribute to the explanation of the role of adjectives. Thus, 
the aim of this study is to analyze their polymorphic behaviour from a morphologi-
cal, semantic and syntactic perspective and to reflect on how this behaviour affects 
the conceptual structure of the field. 
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2.4. Data analysis 

2.4.1. Morphological point of view 

The adjectives participating in syntagmatic units in this study, which only takes into 
account the English language and a specialized language in particular, can be clas-
sified into different groups. There are mainly relational adjectives, adjectival nouns, 
deverbal adjectives and qualifying adjectives. 

Relational adjectives derive from nouns, and their behaviour is closer to that of 
nouns than to that of adjectives (Bosque 1993; Fabregas 2007; Rainer 2013). According 
to Fabregas (2007: 7), relational adjectives are an instance of transposition, which is 
a lexeme whose grammatical label has been changed without altering the rest of its 
properties. They often take the morphological shape of an adjective by means of a 
suffix (for instance alluvial doline, depositional karst). The morphological aspect of 
relational adjectives is linked to semantico-syntactic aspects. Semantically, a rela-
tional adjective is equivalent to a noun modifying another (e.g., alluvial aquifer: an 
aquifer composed of alluvium). Relational adjectives, like nouns, are not gradable: 
they “do not exhibit degree information” (Fabregas 2007: 4) (*very alluvial, *a little 
alluvial). Syntactically, relational adjectives can be subclassified into two subtypes: 
thematic relational adjectives and classifying relational adjectives (Bosque 1993). The 
thematic relational adjectives correspond to arguments of the theta grid of the head 
noun. In the example fluvial erosion, fluvial is the agent that intervenes in the process 
of erosion. This is proof of the noun-like behaviour of relational adjectives, because 
only nouns can be considered arguments. Other relational adjectives do not corre-
spond to arguments in the theta grid but aim to classify the head noun within a 
domain or subdomain. Bosque (1993) calls this type of adjective classifying relational 
adjectives (calcareous rocks, carboniferous limestone). 

The second type of adjectives constituting syntagmatic units in karstology is 
adjectival nouns, also called attributive nouns. These are nouns that premodify 
another noun, thus functioning as adjectives in English (underground water, water 
table, karst landform). It should be noted that the use of these adjectival nouns is 
frequent, even if an adjectivally inflected alternative exists (karst/karstic landscape, 
karst/karstic aquifer). Although both forms are used, our corpus shows that karst is 
more broadly used than karstic in the premodifier position. For example karst aqui-
fer has got 700 occurrences while karstic aquifer only occurs 46 times; the same is 
true of karst/karstic landscape: karst landscape has 185 occurrences while karstic 
landscape only occurs 3 times. The options seem to be interchangeable with no 
semantic difference, although the adjectival noun is more commonly used. 

The third important type of adjectives found in the syntagmatic units is the 
deverbal ones. Most of them are past participles, which, contrary to -ing-adjectives, 
express the result of an activity instead of its development (closed depression, confined 
aquifer, saturated zone, unsaturated zone). This is called the stative use of deverbal 
adjectives. They entail there having been a preceding event giving rise to the state 
named by the deverbal adjective (Koontz-Garboden 2011: 285).

Finally, qualifying adjectives have also been found in our syntagmatic units. They 
describe qualities of nouns (deep doline, warm water, rounded doline). These qualities 
can vary in intensity as opposed to relational adjectives (very deep, extremely deep).
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From this analysis, we conclude that the morphological pattern of adjectives can 
help terminographers distinguish different types of syntagmatic units: 

– Relational adjectives, especially the classifying ones, have a specialized meaning 
within the domain (for instance phreatic, allogenic). Some of them have been con-
sidered key terms in this study due to their frequency and the glossary check. They 
tend to promote the formation of complex nominal terms making concepts more 
specific, and thus, helping to classify the domain (phreatic cave, allogenic river). 

– Most qualifying adjectives belong to the general language and when combined with 
key noun terms usually promote collocations (deep doline, small doline). There are 
some exceptions where qualifying adjectives acquire a terminological sense when 
combined with key noun terms. Only in these cases do qualifying adjectives take 
on the role of constituents of complex nominal terms. For instance, active in the 
general language means “busy/involved in a particular activity” (Cambridge 
Dictionary Online) while active cave means “a cave containing a running stream” 
(Glossary of Speleogenesis Online). What’s more, the adjective active covers a dif-
ferent meaning depending on which noun it modifies: active water means “water 
with corrosive properties” (Glossary of Speleogenesis Online). The difference 
between qualifying adjectives and relational adjectives derived from nouns is that 
the first indicate a quality or a property while the second determine the relation 
between two concepts. This information is often used in definitions.

– Adjectival nouns usually promote complex nominal terms as the addition of a pre-
modifying noun can transform a general word into a complex unit with specialized 
meaning (water table).

– From the data, it can also be inferred that deverbal adjectives tend to promote lexi-
calized units with greater frequency. Sometimes, deverbal adjectives come from the 
general language but acquire terminological status when combined with a key noun 
term ( closed depression). At other times, deverbal adjectives have terminological 
status by themselves and therefore when they combine with a head noun, they usu-
ally construct a complex nominal term (confined aquifer). This can happen even if 
the head is a general noun (saturated zone, unsaturated zone). This means that 
adjectives are not only participants in complex nominal terms; they can also actively 
promote the termhood of the unit. 

2.4.2. Semantic point of view

Semantically, adjectives “specify further properties of the class from which referents 
are drawn” (Huddleston 1984: 256). Relying on the distributional transformational 
model proposed by Harris (1968, 1970), the Lexicon-Grammar model (Gross 1995; 
Le Pesant and Mathieu-Colas 1998) introduced the notion “class of object” in order 
to illustrate the dependence relation between a predicate and its arguments. Due to 
the restricted relations between the constituents of syntagmatic units, this kind of 
semantic class can offer a wider perspective of the rules governing the lexical patterns. 
According to the properties or attributes premodifiers assign, it is possible to group 
them in various knowledge sets, stating the characteristic upon which each set is 
based. Table 5 shows the semantic groups of adjectives proposed on the basis of the 
relation between nouns and adjectives selected in this study: 
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Table 5
Knowledge sets of adjectives

Knowledge sets Examples of
syntagmatic structures

1) GENESIS allogenic river
collapse doline
solutional doline

2) POROSITY double porosity
granular aquifer
fractured limestone

3) CHEMICAL COMPOUND calcareous deposit
carbonic acid
sulfuric acid

4) CONTENT/CONSTITUTIVE  
       MATERIAL 

alluvial aquifer
clastic rock
cretaceous sediment

5) GEOLOGICAL STRUCTURE confined aquifer
unconfined aquifer
artesian aquifer

6) POSITION/LOCATION  phreatic cave
underground stream 
superficial deposit
subterranean river

7)  SHAPE bedded limestone
conical karst
closed depression

8)  MANNER turbulent flow
steady flow
intense dissolution

9)  SIZE enlarged conduit
extensive cave

10)  STATE dry cave
flooded polje

11)  TEMPERATURE cold water
warm water
thermal spring

12)  TIME perennial spring
permanent lake
seasonal lake

This kind of paradigmatic analysis allows us to see that it is the semantic nature 
of the predicate which imposes selection restrictions on the arguments. 

In addition, key noun terms have also been assigned to different knowledge sets 
as they are often starting points for the formation of syntagmatic units (see Table 6).

The proposed semantic classification contributes to the organization of the con-
ceptual structure and the definition of concepts. For example, nominal predicates 
denoting landforms select adjectives predominantly from the set of shape and consti-
tutive material. On the other hand, adjectival predicates such as karstic combine with 
nouns that belong to the following semantic sets: landforms, hydrology and rocks. 

For terminographic purposes, the meaning of adjectives is said to be an impor-
tant motivating force for recognizing syntagmatic units as complex nominal terms or 
collocations (Zelinsky-Wibbelt 2012: 226). Although all adjectives may be interesting 
because they reveal different points of view of the key terms, only the most significant 
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ones allow the creation of complex nominal terms. As seen in table 5, the first five 
knowledge sets of adjectives (genesis, porosity, chemical compound, constitutive 
material and geological structure) seem to trigger new complex nominal terms; the 
addition of the adjective to the following noun favours a new concept (for example 
doline> collapse doline, subsidence doline). On the other hand, the last sets referring 
to manner, size, state, temperature and time trigger collocations (small doline, dry 
cave, temporary lake), whose overall meaning can be understood by the sum of the 
meanings of the constituents. Collocates merely describe objects, which are mostly 
landforms, without creating new concepts; but they enrich the understanding of 
concepts and promote the right usage of the corresponding terms in context. 

The knowledge sets in the middle part of the list, position/location and shape do 
not seem to be totally clear indicators of the type of syntagmatic units they participate 
in. As can be observed in table 5, the knowledge set of adjectives position/location 
includes complex nominal terms such as phreatic cave and collocations such as super-
ficial deposit and the knowledge set shape includes complex nominal terms such as 

Table 6
Knowledge sets of key noun terms

Knowledge sets Noun key terms
1) LANDFORMS cave

polje
doline
uvala
sinkhole
cavity
passage
formation 
depression

2) ROCKS karst
limestone 
rock
sediment
calcite
fracture
fault
layer

3) HYDROLOGY flow
aquifer
spring
groundwater
river
basin
stream 
discharge 
conduit
lake
recharge 
joint

4) CHARACTERISTICS OF ROCKS porosity
permeability 

5) NATURAL PROCESSES dissolution
precipitation
infiltration 
karstification
corrosion
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closed depression or conical karst and collocations such as deep aquifer or shallow 
depression. The distinction between complex terms and collocations required further 
analysis; units considered complex nominal terms could not be understood by the 
sum of the meaning of their constituents; furthermore, they were found as defined 
entries in the cited glossaries. Examples of use from our corpus also helped us dis-
tinguish between the two types of units.

2.4.3. Syntactic point of view

Syntactically, a multiword unit made up of an adjective and a noun can result in a 
lexical unit or in a lexico-syntactic unit depending on the relation between the con-
stituents. Only lexicalized units in which the order of the constituents is fixed and 
thus function as single units repeatedly are considered complex nominal terms (e.g., 
granular aquifer, karst aquifer). 

On the contrary a lexico-syntactic unit, that is a collocation, has been defined as 
a “habitual word combination, although not necessarily completely fixed. […] 
Collocations do not represent one part of speech. Their components are still seen as 
separate units. But collocations can, over time, become completely lexicalized” 
(Roberts 1998: 65). This definition helps clarify the distinguishing characteristics of 
a collocation in contrast to those of a complex nominal term. As the author points 
out, although a term (base of the collocation) co-occurs with a collocate habitually, 
they are still independent of each other. Therefore, it can be inferred that the con-
stituents of a collocation maintain a syntactic relationship in which the function of 
the collocate may change from attributive to predicative position. The following 
examples may clarify the relatively frequent co-occurrence of the collocate deep with 
the term aquifer and its low level of lexicalization: 

deep aquifer; deep parts of karst aquifer; deep, partially confined, fractured rock aqui-
fer; aquifer is deep underground; mile-deep aquifer. 

Apart from observing KWIC concordances and word sketches, and checking 
frequency in the specialized corpus, searching for multiword units in entries of spe-
cialized glossaries has been tremendously useful when confirming the status of a 
syntagmatic unit as a complex nominal term. 

Table 7
Checking resulting syntagmatic units in glossaries

Syntagmatic units
A Glossary of 
Hydrogeological 
Terms 

A Lexicon of 
Cave and Karst 
Terminology

Glossary 
Speleogenesis

Glossary of Karstic 
Phenomena

Collapse doline 0 √ √ √
Subsidence doline 0 0 √ 0
Deep doline 0 0 0 0

2.4.4. Ontological point of view

The addition of adjectives to generic concepts can give rise to hierarchical relations 
between complex nominal terms and between complex nominal terms and simple 
nominal terms. On the one hand, they can show generic-specific relations, which is 
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the most common relation type according to terminological studies (Kageura 1997: 
128). For example, the hyperonym aquifer can be classified on the basis of its perme-
ability into several hyponyms: granular aquifer, fractured aquifer and double porosity 
aquifer. Hyponomy can appear if there is compositional meaning (Zelinsky-Wibbelt 
2012: 228). 

On the other hand, adjectives can also contribute to a classificatory organization 
in that they integrate concepts into a broader concept, thus establishing whole/part 
relations. For instance, groundwater system (zone of recharge where surface water 
enters subsurface) can be divided into several parts: unsaturated or vadose zone, water 
table and saturated or phreatic zone.

From an ontological perspective, the phenomenon of multidimensionality intro-
duced by Bowker (1992) and developed by Bowker and Meyer (1993) has been con-
sidered in detail as it helps to represent the dynamism of a specialized field such as 
karstology. According to Bowker and Meyer (1993: 123), multidimensionality “is a 
phenomenon of classification that arises when a concept type can be subclassified in 
more than one way […], depending on the conceptual characteristic that is used as 
a basis for the subclassification.” In this regard, significant adjectives can guide ter-
minologists to classify a concept in several ways. For example, the hyperonym aqui-
fer can be classified not only according to permeability, as stated earlier, into 
different hyponyms: granular aquifer, fractured aquifer and double porosity aquifer, 
but also according to evolution: confined aquifer and unconfined aquifer. 

Multidimensionality is also present in karstology when several viewpoints are 
highlighted by one and the same adjective occurring with different concepts. This 
means that the combination of an adjective with different nouns can lead to classify-
ing this adjective into different knowledge sets. For instance, fluvial can belong to 
the knowledge set origin/genesis in fluvial erosion or to location in fluvial organism. 
Moreover, the meaning of the adjective alluvial in complex nominal terms can be 
interpreted by paraphrasing it in two ways too:

– <material> composed of alluvium (water-transported material);
– <origin> deposited by a stream or running water.

The recognition of all dimensions of a concept through real data allows termi-
nologists to produce precise term records and a broader and deeper view of the field. 

2.4.5. Term records

On the basis of the information extracted from the corpus, we have developed some 
term record samples. The aim was to show how the methodology and the data 
analysis could be applied to glossary-making. 

Each record sample includes several categories: lexical category, definition,8 
context from the cited corpus, resulting complex nominal terms if any, resulting 
collocations if any, knowledge set(s) to which simple or complex units belong and 
cross reference if needed. 
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Table 8
Term record: alluvial

Alluvial
Lexical category Adj.
Definition Which is composed of different kind of sediments deposited by running 

streams.
Context Alluvial aquifers are also likely to be vulnerable, unless they contain a high 

proportion of clay-rich material to reduce their permeability, are overlain by a 
protective confining layer of clays and/or the water table is relatively deep.

CTUs Alluvial doline; alluvial notch; alluvial plain; alluvial aquifer; alluvial deposit; 
alluvial material; alluvial sediment; alluvial fan; alluvial corrosion.

Knowledge set(s) Origin; constitutive material 
Cross-reference Alluvium 

Table 9
Term record: aquifer

Aquifer
Lexical category Noun 
Definition Body of rock that can store and transmit significant quantities of water.
Context We trace the caves in the wider area of the traffic route, determine their type, 

position, and role in the aquifer, their shape, rock relief, the alluvia and 
flowstone found in them, and present them on suitable maps.

Collocations Deep aquifer, coastal aquifer, porous aquifer, transboundary aquifer.
CTUs Karst aquifer; karstic aquifer; carbonate aquifer; limestone aquifer; 

unconfined aquifer; fractured aquifer; artesian aquifer; intergranular aquifer; 
granular aquifer; alluvial aquifer; dolostone aquifer; rock aquifer; confined 
aquifer; karstified aquifer; shallow aquifer; clastic aquifer.

Knowledge set(s) Landform

Table 10
Term record: alluvial aquifer

Alluvial aquifer
Lexical category Noun
Definition Body of rock which comprises unconsolidated material (e.g., clay, sand, etc.) 

deposited by running water. 
Context In areas where the aquifer is confined, recharge enters the alluvial aquifer by 

downward leakage through the confining unit.
Knowledge set(s) Content/constitutive material 

3. Conclusion: implications for terminography

In this paper, we have tried to contribute to the description of adjectives in terminol-
ogy and highlight their great importance in terminographic applications. The poly-
morphic behaviour of adjectives from a morphological, semantic, syntactic and 
ontological point of view has shown that adjectives are a flexible category that can 
achieve terminological status in their own right as attested in the terminological 
record alluvial, promote the formation of further complex nominal terms as shown 
in the terminological record alluvial aquifer or simply describe object concepts within 
a field. We aimed at applying this methodology to the field of karstology to help 
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terminographers, terminologists and translators to develop skills when dealing with 
adjectives in this particular field in English, above all when the adjectives become 
constituents of syntagmatic units and there is a need to differentiate CTUs (entries) 
from collocations (subentries of a specialized glossary). 

According to the data analysis, several conclusions have been drawn. Hopefully 
they will shed some light on the behaviour of adjectives and on the different roles 
they play in syntagmatic units in the domain and language studied. 

From the syntactic analysis, we concluded that the syntactic relation between 
constituents of a multi-word unit could help terminographers distinguish different 
types of syntagmatic units. From the data, it can be noted that the greater the integra-
tion of the constituents of a multi-word unit is, the more likely the unit is to acquire 
CTU status. And, in contrast, the looser the relation between adjective and noun 
within the multiword unit, the more likely it is that this combination is a collocation. 
The morphological and semantic analyses support the syntactic one. Relational adjec-
tives and deverbal adjectives tend to have a greater integration with nouns within 
the field of karstology. The non-gradability of relational adjectives and the obligatory 
attributive position of relational adjectives and deverbal adjectives do not allow them 
to occupy other positions (for instance a predicative one) within the nominal phrase. 
Therefore, the fixed positions of the constituents promote the unithood of the com-
plex nominal terms. In contrast, the qualifying adjectives are gradable and they 
generally have a flexible position. These characteristics point to a probably lower 
degree of integration between qualifying adjectives and base nouns. Besides, the 
meaning of adjectives also guides us to similar conclusions. Adjectives with special-
ized meaning in the field referring to topics such as genesis or geological structure 
usually have a tighter relation with nouns. Coincidentally, these adjectives are usually 
relational or deverbal ones. On the contrary, adjectives from the general language, 
which are used in karstology for descriptive purposes, have a looser relation with 
nouns. Thus, the combinatory structures of qualifying adjectives and nouns usually 
result in collocations. 

The morphological, semantic and syntactic analyses of adjectives within syntag-
matic structures have, from our point of view, implications for the organization of 
the conceptual structure of a specialized field such as karstology. In particular, the 
semantic analysis has been helpful for this purpose. The identification of knowledge 
sets of modifiers that clearly trigger complex nominal terms have proved to be rele-
vant to set generic-specific and whole/part relations. Besides, the base expansions 
(collocates) make it possible to group objects that share a set of properties. Further-
more, adjectives have been shown to be essential for pinpointing the multidimen-
sionality of concepts as the latter can be classified in different ways according to the 
semantic nature of its modifiers.

The analyses also provide information on the use of terms that can be included 
in term records to make them more precise and complete. Future work should include 
a contrastive study of salient attributes within multiword units in different languages 
in the same domain and in different domains. 
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NOTES 

1. According to Kageura and Umino (1996: 260), unithood “refers to the degree of strength or stabil-
ity of syntagmatic combinations.”

2. Termhood “refers to the degree that a linguistic unit is related to (or more straightforwardly, rep-
resents) domain-specific concepts” (Kageura and Umino 1996: 260).

3. A Lexicon of Cave and Karst Terminology with Special Reference to Environmental Karst 
Hydrology (2002): Supercedes EPA/600/R-99/006, 1/’99. Washington: National Centre for 
Environmental Assessment. 

4. SHARP, John (2007): A Glossary of Hydrological Terms. Austin: University of Texas.
5. Glossary of Speleogenesis. International Portal for Researchers in the field of Karst and Cave with 

Speleogenesis and Evolution of Karst Aquifer at its core. Visited 1 April 2014, <http://www.spe-
leogenesis.info/directory/glossary/>

6. VRBANAC, Boris (2013): Glossary of Karstic Phenomena. Nafta. 64(1): 64-76.
7. Word sketches “are one-page automatic, corpus-based summaries of a word’s grammatical and 

collocational behaviour” (Kilgarriff, Rychly et al. 2004).
8. Adjective’s definitions were created using a paraphrase model introduced by Carrière (2008).
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Appendix 2: Multi-word combinations 

SIMPLE KEY TERMS MULTI-WORD COMBINATIONS AND THEIR OCCURRENCE  
IN THE CITED CORPUS

1. KARST Tower karst (65), hydrothermal karst (50), dinaric karst (41), tropical karst 
(36), contact karst (25), shallow karst (20), bare karst (18), hypogene karst 
(17), cockpit karst (17), deep karst (21), relict karst (13), classical karst (13), 
alpine karst (13), mountainous karst (10), cone karst (10), polygonal karst 
(9), interstratal karst (8), lowland karst (8), silicate karst (8) 

2. CAVE Unroofed cave (33), large cave (41), deep cave (31), small cave (27), 
horizontal cave (16), maze cave (12), long cave (13), old cave (13), single 
cave (12), tropical cave (12), sulfidic cave (10), accessible cave (10), active 
cave (10), vertical cave (10), artificial cave (9), dry cave (8), underground 
cave (7), shallow cave (6), big cave (6), major cave (6), water-table cave (4), 
extensive cave (4)
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3. FLOW Groundwater flow (174), turbulent flow (36), regional flow (28), diffuse 
flow (20), fluid flow (20), overland flow (17), laminar flow (15), water flow 
(98), base flow (15), subsurface flow (11), rapid flow (10), surface flow (27), 
stream flow (16), conduit flow (20), free flow (8), pipe flow (8), 
intermediate flow (7), epikarst flow (7), phreatic flow (8), unsaturated 
flow (7), debris flow (7)

4. LIMESTONE Cretaceous limestone (37), Jurassic limestone (28), carboniferous 
limestone (25), massive limestone (19), sparry limestone (16), pure 
limestone (12), reef limestone (13), Eocene limestone (12), dolomitic 
limestone (10), karstified limestone (10), compact limestone (9), soft 
limestone (8), porous limestone (8), Permian limestone (6), Devonian 
limestone (6), Triassic limestone (6), bare limestone (5), thin-bedded 
limestone (4)

5. GROUNDWATER Karst groundwater (46), transboundary groundwater (10), aquifer 
groundwater (6), old groundwater (5), valley groundwater (5), shallow 
groundwater (4) 

6. ROCK Carbonate rock (167), soluble rock (37), impermeable rock (30), fractured 
rock (29), sedimentary rock (26), host rock (17), silicate rock (16), 
volcanic rock (16), bare rock (13), crystalline rock (11), karstified rock 
(11), igneous rock (10), clastic rock (10), metamorphic rock (9), porous 
rock (9), non-karstic rock (8), calcareous rock (7), permeable rock (7), 
consolidated rock (6), impervious rock (6), non-limestone rock (5), 
non-carbonate rock (5), carbonatic rock (5)

7. AQUIFER Karst aquifer (582), karstic aquifer (52), carbonate aquifer (47), limestone 
aquifer (31), unconfined aquifer (28), coastal aquifer (24), fractured 
aquifer (21), artesian aquifer (15), transboundary aquifer (14), porous 
aquifer (11), deep aquifer (9), intergranular aquifer (7), granular aquifer 
(6), alluvial aquifer (7), dolostone aquifer (6), rock aquifer (6), confined 
aquifer (6), karstified aquifer (6), shallow aquifer (4), clastic aquifer (3)

8. POLJE Karst polje (62), border polje (10), open polje (10), small polje (10), large 
polje (9), dinaric polje (8), structural polje (6), dry polje (5), high polje (4), 
closed polje (3)

9. SPRING  Karst spring (241), large spring (42), submarine spring (21), karstic 
spring (18), thermal spring (16), big spring (15), hot spring (13), 
intermittent spring (11), small spring (10), perennial spring (9), overflow 
spring (9), coastal spring (8), artesian spring (7), temporary spring (6), 
permanent spring (6), cave spring (6)

10. DOLINE Collapse doline (121), large doline (48), solution doline (28), alluvial 
doline (16), small doline (13), karst doline (9), deep doline (7), collapsed 
doline (6), compound doline (6), big doline (6), funnel-shaped doline (5)

11. RIVER Underground river (44), surface river (16), allogenic river (13), karst river 
(11), large river (10), subterranean river (7), major river (7), sinking river 
(5), small river (5), intermittent river (3)

12. FRACTURE Prominent fracture (25), single fracture (15), standard fracture (10), 
discrete fracture (9), individual fracture (9), enlarged fracture (8), fine 
fracture (7), open fracture (7), matrix fracture (7), large fracture (6), 
diffuse fracture (5), vertical fracture (5), wide fracture (5), horizontal 
fracture (4)

13. SEDIMENT Clastic sediment (25), unconsolidated sediment (8), carbonate sediment 
(8), Quaternary sediment (8), colluvial sediment (7), pelagic sediment (7), 
Cretaceous sediment (7), lacustrine sediment (6), marine sediment (6), 
cave sediment (6), allochthonous sediment (5), Neogene sediment (5), 
alluvial sediment (5), impermeable sediment (5)

14. STREAM Surface stream (51), underground stream (33), cave stream (28), sinking 
stream (13), large stream (10), small stream (8), allogenic stream (7), 
subterranean stream (6), vadose stream (6), karst stream (5)

15. DISCHARGE Spring discharge (67), water discharge (17), groundwater discharge (12), 
base-flow discharge (9), stream discharge (6), thermal discharge (5), 
coastal discharge (4)
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16. CONDUIT Karst conduit (84), large conduit (21), single conduit (17), solution 
conduit (11), parallel conduit (10), phreatic conduit (10), major conduit 
(9), underground conduit (8), low conduit (7), small conduit (6), 
individual conduit (5), long conduit (5), deep conduit (5), high conduit 
(5), saturated conduit (4), horizontal conduit (4), subsurface conduit (4)

17. LAKE Temporary lake (9), karst lake (9), permanent lake (7), small lake (7), 
intermittent lake (5), large lake (5), seasonal lake (4), eutrophic lake (3)

18. RECHARGE Constant recharge (28), allogenic recharge (15), groundwater recharge 
(14), aquifer recharge (11), diffuse recharge (10), concentrated recharge 
(9), autogenic recharge (8), transient recharge (6), karst recharge (5), 
rapid recharge (3)

19. DISSOLUTION Carbonate dissolution (10), calcite dissolution (8), limestone dissolution 
(8), rock dissolution (4)

20. FORMATION Cave formation (39), rock formation (16), karst formation (16), limestone 
formation (14), doline formation (12), carbonate formation (11), 
geological formation (10), karstified formation (8), low permeability 
formation (6), cavern formation (5), uvala formation (5), permeable 
formation (4), sinkhole formation (3), surface formation (3)

21. PASSAGE Cave passage (94), vadose passage (22), phreatic passage (18), 
underground passage (9), narrow passage (8), paragenetic passage (7), 
large passage (6), horizontal passage (5), active passage (5), conduit 
passage (5), alleviated passage (4), subterranean passage (3), vertical 
passage (3), high passage (3)

22. UVALA Large uvala (4), small uvala (3), compound uvala (3)
23. CALCITE Sparry calcite (7), magnesium calcite (7), red calcite (4), crystalline 

calcite (3), hydrothermal calcite (3)
24. BASIN Karst basin (55), drainage basin (46), river basin (18), closed basin (14), 

lake basin (13), groundwater basin (11), small basin (10), large basin (8), 
solution basin (8), water basin (8), sedimentary basin (7), allogenic basin 
(7), polje basin (7), shallow basin (6)

25. PRECIPITATION Annual precipitation (11), meteoric precipitation (9), local precipitation 
(8), calcite precipitation (7), carbonate precipitation (5), intensive 
precipitation (4), abundant precipitation (4), hourly precipitation (3), 
daily precipitation (3)

26. SINKHOLE Large sinkhole (13), collapse sinkhole (7), small sinkhole (7), compound 
sinkhole (3), karst sinkhole (3)

27. JOINT Enlarged joint (10), master joint (9), vertical joint (8), tectonic joint (4), 
major joint (4), subvertical joint (3)

28. POROSITY Effective porosity (19), secondary porosity (17), matrix porosity (14), 
primary porosity (11), high porosity (11), low porosity (9), efficient 
porosity (5), fracture porosity (5), conduit porosity (5), dual porosity (4)

29. PERMEABILITY High permeability (19), low permeability (14), primary permeability (6), 
matrix permeability (6), fracture permeability (4)

30. CAVITY Karst cavity (18), solution cavity (14), underground cavity (12), natural 
cavity (11), large cavity (9), deep cavity (7), subsurface cavity (6), small 
cavity (5), spherical cavity (4), open cavity (4), subterranean cavity (3)

31. INFILTRATION Concentrated infiltration (32), diffuse infiltration (18), rapid infiltration 
(10), direct infiltration (8), effective infiltration (3), efficient infiltration 
(3)

32. KARSTIFICATION Hydrothermal karstification (11), functional karstification (6), epigene 
karstification (5), early karstification (4), intense karstification (3)

33. LAYER Impermeable layer (15), thick layer (14), boundary layer (13), rock layer 
(8), epikarst layer (7), soil layer (7), thin layer (6), diffusion layer (5), 
permeable layer (5), gypsum layer (4), horizontal layer (4), limestone layer 
(4), impervious layer (4), underground layer (3), surface layer (3)

34. FAULT Regional fault (8), local fault (6), small fault (5), fracture fault (5)
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35. CORROSION Mixture corrosion (21), lateral corrosion (6), alluvial corrosion (3), karst 
corrosion (3) 

36. DEPRESSION Karst depression (98), closed depression (75), large depression (39), 
surface depression (18), small depression (16), shallow depression (8), 
topographic depression (7), polje depression (7), big depression (5), 
karstic depression (5), sinkhole depression (5), irregular depression (4), 
deep depression (4), compound depression (3), circular depression (3)

37. KARSTIC Karstic aquifer (52), karstic system (20), karstic spring (18), karstic area 
(15), karstic process (10), karstic uvala (9), karstic drainage (8), karstic 
terrain (7), karstic erosion (6), karstic rock (6), karstic landform (5), 
karstic evolution (5), karstic depression (5), karstic water (5), karstic 
surface (4), karstic medium (3), karstic component (3)

38. TECTONIC Tectonic movement (21), tectonic activity (13), tectonic line (13), tectonic 
structure (13), tectonic unit (8), tectonic uplift (8), tectonic stress (7), 
tectonic evolution (5), tectonic breccia (4), tectonic joint (4), tectonic 
subsidence (4)

39. VADOSE Vadose zone (60), vadose passage (22), vadose flow (15), vadose cave (9), 
vadose notch (8), vadose water (8), vadose environment (7), vadose 
canyon (6), vadose stream (6), vadose shaft (3), vadose solution (3)

40. PHREATIC Phreatic zone (34), phreatic passage (18), phreatic environment (14), 
phreatic loop (13), phreatic cave (9), phreatic flow (8), phreatic tube (7), 
phreatic channel (4), phreatic system (3), phreatic water (3)

41. ALLOGENIC Allogenic recharge (15), allogenic valley (14), allogenic river (13), 
allogenic drainage (7), allogenic basin (7), allogenic stream (7), allogenic 
water (7), allogenic erosion (5)

42. ALLUVIAL  Alluvial doline (16), alluvial notch (12), alluvial plain (7), alluvial aquifer 
(7), alluvial deposit (6), alluvial material (5), alluvial sediment (5), 
alluvial fan (4), alluvial corrosion (3)

43. CALCAREOUS Calcareous rock (7), calcareous algae (6), calcareous deposit (6), 
calcareous massif (5), calcareous sandstone (4)

44. ARTESIAN Artesian aquifer (15), artesian well (7), artesian spring (7), artesian flow 
(6), artesian basin (3)

45. UNCONFINED Unconfined aquifer (28)
46. CLASTIC Clastic sediment (25), clastic rock (10), clastic deposit (6), clastic aquifer 

(3)
47. FLUVIAL Fluvial process (17), fluvial erosion (16), fluvial system (10), fluvial 

sediment (9), fluvial valley (9), fluvial landscape (5), fluvial relief (5), 
fluvial landform (4), fluvial karst (3)

48. SUBTERRANEAN Subterranean river (7), subterranean water (7), subterranean stream (6), 
subterranean cavity (3), subterranean channel (3), subterranean drainage 
(3), subterranean passage (3)

49. IMPERMEABLE Impermeable rock (30), impermeable bed (19), impermeable layer (15), 
impermeable material (6), impermeable sediment (5)
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